ABSTRACT
This article presents the design, implementation and appraisal of an educational intervention developed to explore how education, practice and feedback of cognitive elements, regarding writing summaries, have an effect on the technical writing competence of freshman engineering students. The educational intervention was designed based on the methodology of Writing Across the Curriculum (WAC) and it consisted of three phases: teaching, practice and feedback. In total, 177 students participated, distributed into three groups: 54 Electronic Engineering students (year 2014), 57 Electrical Engineering students (year 2015) and 66 Electronic Engineering students (year 2015). The intervention effects were studied by quantitative and qualitative evidence. Quantitative evidence was collected through an evaluation rubric of the summaries written by the students; this rubric analyzes ten criteria of the writing competence. Qualitative evidence was collected through open-ended questions about the students’ learning experience throughout the intervention. Results show that the three participating groups improved their technical writing competence due to their participation in this educational intervention. Sentence construction (g-Hedges = 0.62) and text sequences (g-Hedges = 0.59) criterion presented the highest effect rates. The other writing criteria, evaluated through the rubric, presented a positive gain with statistical significance, but only in some groups of students.
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RESUMEN
Este artículo presenta el diseño, implementación y evaluación de una intervención educativa para explorar cómo la instrucción, práctica y retroalimentación de elementos cognitivos para la escritura de resúmenes impactan la competencia de escritura técnica de una población de estudiantes de primer año de ingeniería. El diseño de la intervención educativa se basó en la metodología de escritura a través del currículo (WAC, en inglés) y se compone de tres fases: instrucción, práctica y retroalimentación. En total participaron 177 estudiantes, distribuidos en tres grupos: 54 estudiantes de Ingeniería Electrónica (año 2014), 57 estudiantes de Ingeniería Eléctrica (año 2015) y 66 estudiantes de Ingeniería Electrónica (año 2015). Los efectos de la intervención se exploraron con evidencias cuantitativas y cualitativas. Las evidencias cuantitativas se recolectaron con una rúbrica de evaluación de los resúmenes elaborados por los estudiantes; dicha rúbrica analiza diez indicadores de desempeño para la competencia de escritura. Las evidencias cualitativas se recopilaron con preguntas de respuesta abierta que interrogaban a los estudiantes sobre la experiencia de aprendizaje vivenciada en la intervención. Los resultados indican que los tres grupos de estudiantes participantes mejoraron su competencia de escritura técnica. Los mayores tamaños de efecto de la intervención los presentaron los indicadores construcción de oraciones (g-Hedges = 0.62) y secuencialidad del texto (g-Hedges = 0.59). Los demás indicadores de escritura, evaluados con la rúbrica, presentaron ganancia positiva con significancia estadística, pero sólo en alguno(s) de los grupos de estudiantes participantes.

Palabras clave: Habilidades para el manejo de la información de estudiantes de ingeniería, documentación de la información, escritura técnica de los ingenieros, escritura a través del currículo, educación en ingeniería.
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Introduction

The purpose of technical writing is to communicate ideas clearly and concisely to the reader. Therefore, it is an important communication competence for any professional, as written language enables creating ideas and exchanging them with other people (Winsor, 1990). Some studies about engineering writing suggest engineers spend a lot of time writing documents (Pnee & Romanowski, 2001; Gimenez & Thondhlana, 2012). According to Winsor (1990) “writing is what engineers do”. In the work context, writing enables the engineer to communicate with their peers, to be effective at their work activities, reach high positions and gain self-confidence (Pnee & Romanowski, 2001). In an educational context, through writing, the engineer achieves many goals: representing physical realities in order to create or exchange knowledge, understanding completely the study topics, developing critical thinking and reflective capability, connecting ideas orderly, among others (Winsor, 1990; Wheeler & McDonald, 2000).

This paper presents the design, implementation and appraisal of an educational intervention, based on the WAC methodology. The intervention was developed to study the effect of education, practice and feedback of cognitive elements with regard to writing summaries, on the technical writing competence of a group of freshman engineering students.

The cognitive elements regarding writing summaries are the thinking activities required to summarize a technical text. Activities such as organizing and ranking information, identifying the main idea of a text, deciding what information to omit or replace, setting out the textual and grammatical structure of the summary appropriately, and making a proper layout of the document (Fregoso & Aguilar, 2013), are some of the thinking activities involved in text summarization. These cognitive elements were taught to students who participated in this educational intervention.

It was decided to work in the elaboration of summaries of engineering technical texts for several reasons: (1) the written summaries are highly used by engineers (Horowitz, 1986). (2) The teaching and practice of writing summaries has shown to foster general aspects of the writing competences, such as wording (Taylor & Beach, 1984), grammar, and spelling (Fernandes, 2012; Yang, 2015). (3) The elaboration of summaries encourages the ability to find, evaluate, and use information. Engineers need to develop these abilities in order to solve open-ended problems and document the design process (Van Epps, Fosmire, Wertz, & Purzer, 2013). (4) The elaboration of summaries encourages the ability of selecting and organizing the information read. This ability, considered as a learning strategy (McKeachie, Pintrich, Lin, & Smith, 1987), fosters the students’ meaningful learning, improves the academic performance (Manugán, Martín, Catalina, & Román, 2013) and facilitates the construction of connections between the ideas to be learned (Beltrán, 2003).

In this intervention the students also learned and used bibliographic citation and referencing techniques to elaborate their summaries. Some studies have found that first-year engineering students have difficulty citing several kinds of resources in their bibliographies, for example, citing Web resources in their reports (Wertz, Purzer, Fosmire, & Cardella, 2013). In other cases, the students cite the sources correctly, but without any reference to them in the text. These results indicate that the documentation skills of engineering students are an area that requires further research (Wertz, Purzer, Fosmire, & Cardella, 2013).

Literature review

The engineering education literature classifies into four categories the information literacy: information gathering, information evaluation, information application, and information documentation (Wertz, Purzer, Fosmire, & Cardella, 2013). The technical writing fits into the information documentation category.

For several decades, writing in engineering has been studied. In the literature, there are studies of methodologies developed to include this competence in the curriculum (Beaufort, 2007), studies of how the engineers write (Winsor, 1990), identification of the most common writings of engineering (Zhu, 2004; Horowitz, 1986), the importance of the writing competence in engineering education (Zhu, 2004), among others. However, researchers suggest that graduates of these careers still have insufficiencies when writing (Nair, Patil, & Mertova, 2009; Armstrong, Dannatt, & Evans, 2012; Goldsmith, Willey, & Boud, 2012; Christiansen, et al., 2014; Wertz, Purzer, Fosmire, & Cardella, 2013).

Likewise, researchers set out the necessity of proposing new initiatives to discover empirical and practical evidence of how the engineering students can foster this competence (Loveland, 2014; Amos & McGowan, 2012; Peña-Reyes, 2011). Since several of the problems identified throughout the development of engineering students’ writing competence are shared in many educational syllabuses (Fregoso & Aguilar, 2013; Solis & Abad, 2004), it is expected that the methods employed and answers found in this intervention contribute to the design of new initiatives to foster this competence. The authors of this paper made previous studies that set the bases for this educational intervention (Ramírez-Echeverry & Olarte, 2013; Ramírez-Echeverry, Olarte, & García-Carrillo, 2014).

Design of the educational intervention

Technical writing is a complex competence that requires general and specific competences. General skills, common to any discipline, include being aware of the audience, organizing the text sequentially, constructing sentences appropriately, developing structured paragraphs, using
grammar and spelling appropriately, among others (Zhu,
2004; Lea & Street, 1999). The specific skills consist of
knowing how to use linguistic and rhetorical conventions
of a discipline; they involve understanding the communication
and thinking processes related to a specific specialty
(Zhu, 2004; Hyland, 2000). For example, in engineering
it is common to write documents with mathematical
nomenclature, graphics, figures, block diagrams, among
others (Winsor, 1990; Zhu, 2004).

This implies that an educational strategy, designed to
foster technical writing on students, should be based on
methodologies that include teaching and practice of
general and specific elements of writing (Zhu, 2004;
Beaufort, 2007). A methodology that includes both
elements is Writing Across the Curriculum (WAC). Some
studies on engineering that employed WAC methodology
are Pneena & Romanowski (2001), Bazerman et al.,
(2005) and Fernandes (2012). WAC proposes “…the
strategic integration of carefully designed writing tasks in
any content area to serve the ends of learning, authentic
communication, personal engagement, and reflective
authorship” (Brewster & Klump, 2004 quoted by Fernandes,
2012). In other words, the WAC suggests learning how to
write in context with the distinctive requirements of the
knowledge area. These statements imply that:

- The pedagogical attention to learn general writing
  competences should be focused on the disciplinary
courses and not only on specific courses (Bazerman,
et al., 2005).

- The students seeking the subjects to foster the writing
  competence should count on the participation of
  experts on general writing and professionals of the
career the students are learning.

- The writing, teaching and practice should be focused
  on disciplinary requirements; for example, learning
  how to elaborate the most common writings of the
career (Bazerman et al., 2005).

The educational intervention implemented was an
“informed-training” strategy: the teachers made clear for
the students the subject goals and the intentionality of the
proposed activities. The intervention had three phases:
teaching, practice and feedback (see Figure 1). The innovation
of this structure is that it connects several activities recently
suggested in other studies (in a separated way), to encourage
writing technical summaries (Fernandes, 2012; Yang, 2015).

Teaching phase

This phase starts with a contextualization (step 1, Figure
1). Contextualization is made through an introduction,
and its purpose is to motivate and persuade the students
to develop technical writing competence. The introduction
is conducted by an engineer, during one hour, giving
examples that evidence the necessity of writing in
engineering academic and work contexts; examples to
illustrate the discursive nature, and distinctives of writing in
engineering, are also shown during this phase.

The second activity in the teaching phase is the introduction
to methods for summarizing, making bibliographic citations
and referencing in technical documents (step 2, Figure
1). The method for summarizing involves two processes:
reading comprehension and textual production. For
reading comprehension, students are advised to recognize
the text structure and identify the logical connectors. As a
result of this process, it is expected to achieve the hierarchy
of ideas. Therefore, the following activities were proposed
to be developed by the students:

- Conduct an exploratory reading to get the global idea
  of what the text is about. Likewise, identify the previous
  knowledge required to comprehend the text.

- Conduct a new reading in order to identify the thematic
  content of each paragraph, considering it individually.
  For this reading, the usefulness of classifying each
  paragraph according to its intentionality in the whole
  text is highlighted.

- Read again to identify the main idea of each paragraph
  and the secondary ideas (hierarchy of ideas). For this
  task, it is suggested to underline and pay attention to
  the connectors and their function in the text. At the end
  of this reading, the student should have identified and
  selected the main idea of the text as a whole, and the
  ideas that can be omitted or included in the summary.

The activities above are classified as techniques for selecting
information from a text. These techniques have been
developed from research about reading for the study and
understanding of technical texts. Regarding that, the studies
developed by Cook & Mayer (1983), Mayer & Bromage
(1980), and Derry & Murphy (1986) stand out. It has been
proved that high-skilled students at writing summaries used
to select and organize the information before writing the
summary (Bean & Steenwyk, 1984). Researchers also have
found that less-skilled students at writing summaries can be
benefited from the direct teaching on strategies for selecting
and organizing information (Bean & Steenwyk, 1984;
Mayer R ., 2002; Ponce, Mayer, & Mario, 2013).
The second process suggested to the students for elaborating a summary, is the textual production. In this process, the original text is transformed into another one that reflects generally and briefly the main ideas of the text being summarized. It is done by organizing the information selected during the reading comprehension phase and by writing the summary. While organizing the information, the hierarchy and intentionality of the original text should be preserved. The writer can employ techniques while writing, in order to provide coherence to the information; for example: employ substitution methods such as paraphrasing and usage of subordination and conjunction.

The writing pragmatic elements (Fregoso & Aguilar, 2013) were considered by asking the students to be aware of the intended audience, goals, and the context of this communicative activity. Students were asked to use an appropriate language in their summaries, considering they would summarize scientific texts and their readers would be linguists and engineers. The introduction to reading comprehension and production takes an hour of class.

Regarding bibliographic citation and referencing, information about the importance of respecting the intellectual property and methods for bibliographic citation and referencing are presented to the students, during an hour of class.

Step 2 in the teaching phase (Figure 1) concludes with an exercise in which the students receive a text and are asked to summarize it, employing for the first time the method suggested in class. The teachers also summarize it and present their version to all of the students. The students can compare their version to the teachers'; and give their opinion about the quality of their own summary and the one that teachers made. This exercise enables to emphasize that the summary of a text can have more than one acceptable version (Wheeler & McDonald, 2000). This activity takes an hour of class.

The third activity in the teaching phase (step 3, Figure 1) is socializing with the students the criteria for the evaluation of summaries; those criteria are grouped into an evaluation rubric of ten criteria with their level descriptors (see Appendix 1). This introduction takes an hour of class.

Practice and feedback phases

The writing practice was made by the students through the reading and elaboration of summaries of engineering technical texts (step 4, Figure 1). Those texts were about electrical engineering and electronics engineering topics, such as renewable energy, energy solutions in non-interconnected areas of Colombia, smart grids, wireless telecommunications networks, industrial automation, among others. Engineering teachers suggested the texts, and the students could choose the topic to read and make the summary. In order to benefit reading comprehension, it was taken into account that the texts contents matched the students’ knowledge level. The texts were sent to the students via e-mail two weeks before the summary submitting date.

The feedback phase started with an academic counseling made for two hours by the linguists and engineers (readers), a week before submitting the summary. In that session the students consulted and solved doubts about the summary elaboration (step 5, Figure 1). Thus, meetings between writers (students) and readers were fostered, so they could discuss the content of the summaries (Fregoso & Aguilar, 2013). The teaching and feedback given to the students came from experts on general writing competences (linguists) and experts on engineering technical language (engineers).

This first dialogue between writers and readers enabled exchanging points of view about main and secondary ideas of the texts (dialogues about the content). It also helped each student to refer to their concerns about textual and grammatical structure and about the layout proposed for their document (dialogues about writing). From the date of this first qualitative feedback, the student had a week to reflect, correct and/or adjust the writing of their summary (step 6, Figure 1), before submitting it for its evaluation.

Evaluation of the quality of the summaries was conducted by linguists and engineers using a rubric (see Appendix 1). Once the summary was evaluated, each student got the results as written comments and the rubric filled in. The evaluation results were given personally, so the writers and readers could discuss for a second time the summary quality and the written exercise results (step 7, Figure 1). Finally, the student wrote again the summary, making modifications from the results of the qualitative and quantitative evaluations and presented a final version of the summary (step 8, Figure 1).

In this educational intervention the students elaborated three summaries in total, thus, the cycle described above (step 4 to 8) was performed three times.

Methods

Context and participants

This educational intervention was a learning strategy brought together with the objectives of two subjects of the Universidad Nacional de Colombia – Bogotá: Introduction to Electrical Engineering and Introduction to Electronics Engineering. Both subjects belong to the first year and expect the student to recognize contexts and scopes of the engineering professional practice and to foster the written communication competence.

In total, 177 students participated, distributed into three groups: Group 1: 54 students of Electronic Engineering (year 2014), Group 2: 57 students of Electrical engineering (year
2015) and Group 3: 66 students of Electronic Engineering (year 2015). The participants had an average age of 18.9 years (standard deviation: 2.7 years); 13 were women and 164 were men.

**Instruments for collecting evidence**

The results of this intervention were analyzed based on quantitative and qualitative evidence. The quantitative evidence was collected through an evaluation rubric of the summaries, and the qualitative evidence was collected through open-ended questions that asked the students about their learning experience throughout this intervention.

The performance level of the students was analyzed through the rubric considering ten criteria of the writing competence. The evaluation rubric was analytical. The criteria were spelling and punctuation (grammatical structure), paragraphs and sentences (textual structure) purpose and complementary ideas (discursive structure), format and sequentiality (layout), audience, tone and bibliographic references (communication ethics). The performance levels and descriptors for each criterion are presented in Appendix 1.

A rubric for each one of the three summaries presented by the students was filled in. This allowed tracking the writing competence progress for each student as they practiced writing summaries. The rubrics results also contributed to the dialogue between students and teachers during the feedback stages (second dialogue). The rubric employed was adjusted and validated in pilot tests by linguists and engineers, before being used in this intervention.

Open-ended questions asked to the students about their learning experience throughout the intervention were answered voluntarily for each summary, and had no influence over the summaries’ final scores. The questions are the following:

- Did you use the method suggested in class to elaborate the summary? If you did, what aspects do you consider innovative?
- Do you consider the activities you did to write this summary are useful to increase knowledge on topics of this subject, or to improve your competence on writing?

**Data analysis**

The performance level of each student on writing criterion was ranked from five to one: five as an “expert” level and one as an “unfamiliar” level. The performance average of each criterion was obtained for the students of each group participating in the intervention (Groups 1, 2 and 3) and for the entire population (all of the groups). Then, for each criterion, the difference (gain) of performance level between the first and the last summary was calculated. It was verified through t-test if the differences discovered were significant (gain with statistical significance). Since one of the interests of this research is to know the level of the writing competence of students at the beginning and the end of the academic semester, the analyses were limited to calculate the differences between two time points. The difference was calculated for the students of each group and the entire population.

Furthermore, the effect size of the intervention was calculated for each criterion through the g-Hedges measure (intrasubject comparison). The g-Hedges was employed because the amount of students that presented the first and last summary in each group, was diverse (Iraurgi, 2009). The effect sizes enabled identifying what writing criteria the students exposed more or less.

The qualitative analysis for the answers related to the opinion-based questions started by sorting them according to the summary in which the student gave their opinion and to the question the student was answering. In total, there were 125 written answers: 33 students answered in the first summary, 36 in the second one and 56 in the third one. The procedure for analyzing the answers was conducted according to the recommendations for the qualitative analysis of open-ended questions (Zhu, 2004).

**Results**

**Quantitative data**

Table I presents the tracking results, for each criterion, of the technical writing competence. Initially, the tracking was conducted with the entire participating population, without discriminating by groups (Groups 1, 2 and 3). In the first summary (column Average first summary, row All) the students’ performance was set at an “intermediate” level. The sentences criterion had the lowest value, with an average of 3.40. The criterion of audience and tone had the highest value, with an average of 4.10. In the last summary (column Average last summary, row All) it was found that the students increased their performance, in most of the criteria, to the “proficient” level. Averages between 3.74 (punctuation criterion) and 4.44 (format criterion) were found. By analyzing the performance gain within the criteria and the p-value of those gains for all the students (columns Gain and p-value, row All), without discriminating by groups, it was concluded that all the writing criteria increased significantly.

Notwithstanding, if the analysis of gain in the criteria performance and the p-value of the gain for each group participating (column Gain and rows Group 1, 2 and 3) is conducted, it is evident that in some criteria a number of groups of students didn’t have an increase with statistical significance. This result suggests that to get an accurate identification of the educational intervention effect, it is convenient to analyze the results not only with the entire population, but also by groups.
It was decided to track the criteria discriminating by groups of students (Groups 1, 2 and 3). The results for each criterion, for each group, are shown in columns Average first summary and Average last summary in Table 1. With the purpose of exploring global conclusions, it was verified in how many groups, of three possible, the criteria presented performances with significant gain (p-value of the t-test). The results are shown in the column Number of groups with significant gain. It was found that the three groups participating in the intervention improved, with statistical significance, in the criteria of sentences and sequentiality. Two of the three groups improved in the criteria of paragraphs, format, audience and tone, spelling and complementary ideas. The criteria of purpose, references and punctuation were improved only in certain students of some groups. The analysis above could suggest that teaching, practice and giving feedback to the summaries written by the students during this educational intervention contributed to the writing competence in different proportions.

The column g-Hedges in Table 1 presents the effect size for each criterion, calculated with the gain for groups and for all the students. The last column in Table 1 presents the rank of each criterion, according to the effect size calculated for all the students. Based on these columns, it can be concluded that the criteria of sentences (g-Hedges = 0,62) and sequentiality (g-Hedges = 0,59), the same all the groups participating improved, revealed the largest effect sizes; while the criteria of complementary ideas (g-Hedges = 0,38) and punctuation (g-Hedges = 0,35) revealed the smallest effect sizes. In general, the effect sizes that resulted from this intervention were set between moderate and excellent (Ponce, Mayer, & Mario, 2013; Hattie, 2013).

Qualitative data

Students mentioned several aspects while sharing their perceptions about the learning experience in this class. Due to the scope of this research, only some of the perceptions related to the research question will be exposed. Some segments are literal quotes of comments made by the students.

Teaching impacts: The students recognized the importance of introducing a method for summarizing. They suggested that before participating in this experience, they summarized texts without implementing techniques, which led to a complexity for doing the summarizing exercise or to a low quality of the text. The students rated the method positively, because they considered it useful and it allowed them to recognize that previous knowledge of how to do summaries was insufficient. An example of this perception was as follows:

“If I had not had a guide about how to elaborate a summary and its parts, I would not have gotten this result, which I consider good. After learning this method, I consider I did not know how to summarize; thanks to what I have learned in class, the exercise has been pretty easy for me...” (Student 7, summary 1).

Most of the perceptions that students had about the teaching phase were related to bibliographic citation and referencing techniques, the method for selecting and organizing information (hierarchy of ideas) and techniques to provide sequentiality to the text. The students mentioned they did not know those techniques and their implementation allowed avoiding plagiarism and made writing easier. For example:

“The topic related to plagiarism and how to avoid it is among the aspects I considered more innovative. Also, I found very interesting learning how to reference correctly.” (Student 47, summary 3).

“…It’s complicated to read three or four documents and then identify the ideas of everything I read; it’s easier and more organized if I pull out the ideas as I read, and then get the hierarchy, it also concludes in a better analysis of the text.” (Student 81, summary 1).

In regard to the evaluation presented during the teaching phase, the students said it was useful as a self-evaluation tool. They informed that while checking their evaluations, with the rubric criteria, they could identify their errors and modify their writings before submitting the summary for the teachers to read and evaluate it.

Practice and Feedback impacts: Most of the comments made by the students were about the practice phase. They indicated that by implementing and practicing strategies to select (hierarchy of ideas) and organize information, they could acquire competences to synthetize information and write better summaries. They also concluded practice allows improving their general writing skills, such as wording (construct sentences and paragraphs), sequentiality of the texts, punctuation and bibliographic references. For example:

“These practices helped me strengthen my writing competences, since they improved my ability to find relevant parts within a text, to use punctuation marks correctly, to have an accurate sequentiality throughout writing, and contributed to broaden my critical thinking.” (Student 51, summary 3).

Through the qualitative analysis an emergent category was found that was codified as “writing to learn”. The students frequently expressed that by summarizing they could learn deeply the topic they read and summarized. Some students suggested the key process for this deep learning was the reading comprehension, succeeded through implementing strategies to select and organize information from the texts. This result could confirm the influence of the summarizing technique on the learning processes.
Table 1. Descriptive statistics for the criteria of the technical writing competence

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aspect</th>
<th>Rubric criterion</th>
<th>Descriptive statistics</th>
<th>Gain statistical significance</th>
<th>Effect size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Average first summary</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>Average last summary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Textual structure: Sentences</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3.10</td>
<td>0.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3.70</td>
<td>0.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3.17</td>
<td>0.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>All</td>
<td>3.40</td>
<td>0.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Textual structure: Paragraphs</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3.30</td>
<td>0.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3.74</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3.51</td>
<td>0.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>All</td>
<td>3.53</td>
<td>0.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Textual structure: Paragraphs</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3.80</td>
<td>0.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4.14</td>
<td>0.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4.08</td>
<td>0.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>All</td>
<td>4.02</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication ethics: Audience and tone</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4.02</td>
<td>0.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3.78</td>
<td>0.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4.41</td>
<td>0.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>All</td>
<td>4.10</td>
<td>0.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grammatical structure: Spelling</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3.90</td>
<td>0.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3.84</td>
<td>0.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>0.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>All</td>
<td>3.92</td>
<td>0.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discursive structure: Purpose</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3.97</td>
<td>0.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3.78</td>
<td>0.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3.85</td>
<td>0.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>All</td>
<td>3.86</td>
<td>0.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication ethics: References</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4.12</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3.22</td>
<td>1.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3.61</td>
<td>1.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>All</td>
<td>3.64</td>
<td>1.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discursive structure: Complementary ideas</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3.77</td>
<td>0.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3.42</td>
<td>0.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3.98</td>
<td>0.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>All</td>
<td>3.74</td>
<td>0.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grammatical structure: Punctuation</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3.27</td>
<td>0.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3.70</td>
<td>0.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3.43</td>
<td>0.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>All</td>
<td>3.48</td>
<td>0.74</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* The gain is significant at the level α = 0.05; ** The gain is significant at the level α = 0.01; -- The effect size is not calculated because the gain has no statistical significance; SD Standard deviation

With regard to the feedback phase, the students expressed that the dialogues between readers (teachers) and writers (students), as well as the quality evaluation through the rubric, helped them to identify their flaws and errors in the writings. Likewise, they argued that most of the guidance requested to the teachers, was related to constructing sentences and paragraphs, sequentiality of the text and punctuation.

The analysis of perceptions related to the feedback also produced an emergent category: “metacognitive experience/feeling control” (Paz-Penagos, 2011). This category means
that students gained experience to regulate their cognitive processes in order to be efficient in the elaboration of summaries. Students emphasized the benefits of making three summaries to gain the mentioned experience. The first feedback for the first summary helped the students planning, tracking and adjusting the way they would do the next two summaries. For example: they planned more efficiently the time spent on elaborating the second and third summary, identified weaknesses in their writing competence and analyzed if they improved as they did the exercises during the semester (learning tracking). The students perceived constructing sentences and paragraphs as the criteria they promoted the most; likewise, they expressed that during the second and third summary they felt more confident with the technical language related to the topic, due to the fact that they got familiarized with the vocabulary by writing the first summary (learning tracking).

Conclusions

This experience demonstrated that students promoted (positive gain with statistical significance) aspects belonging to their technical writing competence in different proportions, after participating during the process of teaching, practice and feedback of cognitive elements, related to writing summaries. This result would indicate that the educational intervention designed benefits some writing aspects more than others. Also, the current design may require adjustments to improve the performance of some criteria.

Constructing sentences correctly and organizing sequentially were the criteria with the highest gain. They also were the only criteria improved by all the students of every participating group. The effect size for the criteria of sentences (g-Hedges = 0.62) and sequentiality (g-Hedges = 0.59) are similar to the results found by other researchers. An example of the above is the effect sizes widely analyzed by Graham & Perin (2007) in their meta-analysis on educational interventions around the world to encourage the writing competence.

The positive effect in constructing clear sentences, paragraphs with appropriate oneness, ideas connected with polished transitions, and the appropriate sequentiality of the text, was a result, to a great extent, of the method of reading comprehension suggested. Students emphasized that knowing and practicing a reading method that enables them to select and organize ideas, as well as recognizing connectors and their function in the text, was useful to learn how to construct their writings. This result suggests the students learned how to write summaries from learning to read (reading comprehension). This finding is consistent with other research about writing (Alharbi, 2015; Cunningham, 1994). The criteria of purpose, references and punctuation improved only in one of the three participating groups. These were the criteria with the lowest gain. These results indicate that the present intervention must be modified in order to strengthen these criteria.

In regard to bibliographic citation and referencing, it was found that only the students of one group improved significantly this criterion. The students’ perceptions led to the conclusion that, for most of the students, using references was a new aspect for constructing writings. The rubrics results indicated that the reason for deficient quantitative results was that the students couldn’t implement correctly the method of citation suggested (citation format of Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineer, IEEE). Students used bibliographic citations to avoid plagiarism, but made mistakes while using the format. A common error was to reference their information sources without providing fields necessary to trace the original sources. These kind of difficulties were also found by Wertz, Purzer, Fosmire & Cardella (2013) among engineering freshmen students. It can be concluded that educational intervention allowed the students to recognize the importance of using bibliographic references; however, it is necessary to reinforce teaching related to the citation and referencing format at any phase of the intervention.

In general, the results proved the use of strategies to select and organize ideas eased the significant learning on the students. The participants expressed they learned deeply about the engineering topic they summarized, because the methods to select (hierarchy) and organize ideas provided them with a high level of reading comprehension. Furthermore, the participants considered that writing summaries is useful not only to learn how to write well, but as a strategy to study more deeply topics from other subjects. These perceptions are consistent to the conclusions in other researches (Wheeler & McDonald, 2000; Beltrán, 2003; Alharbi, 2015).

As a practical contribution of this intervention, it was found that the teaching phase enabled the students to learn a method to summarize. The practice phase helped the students to improve some criteria on their technical writing competence and the significant learning of the topics they wrote about. The feedback phase encouraged the metacognitive reflection on the students; the dialogues between writers and readers (social nature of writing) helped the student to identify and recognize their weaknesses and strengths on the writing competence. The tracking conducted through the evaluation rubric helped the students to adjust their reading and writing methods and notice if they had improved throughout the semester.

Finally, engineering teachers participating in this research could evidence the advantages of designing and implementing this educational intervention as a team, with professional linguists. Thanks to the exchange of knowledge
between the two fields, the satisfactory integration of academic tasks into a subject of the engineering basic knowledge core was possible, in order to encourage the writing competence in students. This collaboration between fields, basis of the WAC methodology, has also been suggested in other research (Zhu, 2004; Cunningham, 1994).

Limitations and Future Research

The effort put into implementing an experience like the one presented in this research made it difficult to take into account some design aspects. For example: (1) the lack of a control group that practiced writing summaries without participating in the instruction and/or feedback phases of this intervention. Measuring the writing evolution of the students who were members of the control group, would clear up better the contribution of each phase (teaching, practice and feedback) to the students’ writing. (2) The fidelity of the method implemented in the participating groups of the intervention was not measured, nor controlled. To unify criteria, the teachers guiding the activities conducted several meetings, however, it was the only precaution taken into account.

For future research, the proposal is to extend the scope of this research, by measuring the impact this intervention has over the extra-class writing competence of the students; it would be interesting to know if the students keep using the techniques learned in this class in the following semesters. Another extent would consist on creating initiatives for additional subjects of the curriculum. The students could continue encouraging the writing competence from the competence level reached in their freshman year. The genuine improvement on the technical writing competence is the result of a curriculum designed carefully and systematically, complemented with the practice of characteristic texts for each career (Cunningham, 1994). Finally, it could be useful to incorporate the usage of Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) in any phase of the method proposed.
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# Appendix 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aspect</th>
<th>Criteria</th>
<th>Expert 5 Points</th>
<th>Proficient 4 Points</th>
<th>Developing 3 Points</th>
<th>Beginner 2 Points</th>
<th>Unfamiliar 0 - 1 Points</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Grammatical structure</strong></td>
<td>No spelling errors.</td>
<td>Occasional errors using diacritical marks or lexical spelling.</td>
<td>Some errors using diacritical marks and implementing lexical spelling. The errors do not compromise the reading comprehension.</td>
<td>Errors in diacritical marks and some errors in non-diacritical marks. It hinders reading comprehension.</td>
<td>Errors in diacritical and non-diacritical marks, besides, lexical spelling errors that compromise reading comprehension.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Spelling</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Punctuation</strong></td>
<td>Uses punctuation appropriately and in all contexts.</td>
<td>Uses appropriately non-optimal punctuation, but doesn’t make a good use of punctuation as a stylistic resource.</td>
<td>Makes some mistakes in non-optimal punctuation and the use of optional punctuation is poor or inadequate.</td>
<td>Makes inappropriate use of non-optimal punctuation. It hinders communication.</td>
<td>Often makes punctuation errors. The inappropriate use of punctuation hinders reading comprehension.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sentences</strong></td>
<td>The sentences are clear, complete and have an appropriate use of complex and subordinate sentences. Appropriate use of gender, number and person inflection. Verbal tense, case and aspect inflections are managed appropriately.</td>
<td>The sentences are clear and complete. Very simple use of syntactic resources. It can be noticed the appropriate use of grammatical rules and inflections in the different grammatical categories. Sporadic errors can be found.</td>
<td>There are sentences elaborated correctly. Some errors using complex and/or subordinate sentences. Acceptable use of grammar rules. There are inconsistencies in the inflection of the different grammatical categories.</td>
<td>Some sentences are incomplete. The misuse of syntax hinders the semantic hierarchy comprehension. There are errors in the inflections of different categories (verbs, nouns, adjectives, adverbs).</td>
<td>Most of the sentences are incomplete. Planning is not evident, the hierarchy and connection between sentences makes communication impossible. There are errors in the inflections of different categories (verbs, nouns, adjectives, adverbs).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Textual structure</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Paragraphs</strong></td>
<td>Well-developed units. Proper size. There are logical connections between sentences and thematic progression. The cohesion is evident.</td>
<td>Well-developed units. The logical connections between sentences enable comprehension; however, there are cohesion mistakes.</td>
<td>Poorly developed. The connections between sentences are unclear and there is a lack of cohesion. Improper size (too long or too short)</td>
<td>Paragraphs are not developed coherently and/or the sentences are not connected clearly. It hinders communication.</td>
<td>There is a lack of well-developed paragraphs and/or connections between ideas and articles within the writing. It makes understanding impossible.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Purpose</strong></td>
<td>A clear main idea and a full development are evident.</td>
<td>It contains a clear main idea, though not concrete enough and its development is incomplete.</td>
<td>The main idea is barely distinguishable and its development is poor.</td>
<td>The main idea is weak, unclear, too broad or supported only indirectly.</td>
<td>The main idea is not there or cannot be identified.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Discursive structure</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Complementary ideas</strong></td>
<td>Consistent evidence with originality and in-depth ideas. The main points are adequately supported by evidence (examples, statistics, analogies). Complementary ideas are valid and specific.</td>
<td>The ideas are supported sufficiently. The bases are solid, valid and logical. However, the ideas don’t work as a whole.</td>
<td>The complementary ideas are not enough or specific, or are irrelevant to the main points.</td>
<td>The ideas are supported only indirectly. Frequent unsupported or illogical generalizations.</td>
<td>A clear lack of support for the main points.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Format</strong></td>
<td>The format is appropriate for the type of document requested. The use of the header, fonts, space and intertextuality is appropriate.</td>
<td>Few errors in the format. The main reason for the errors is the lack of revision.</td>
<td>There are some errors in the format or the format is inconsistent.</td>
<td>The format is incorrect in most of the text. Deliberate use of fonts. The header is incomplete. Intertextual connections are diffuse. Inappropriate use of space.</td>
<td>The format is inappropriate and hinders the reading of the text.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Layout</strong></td>
<td>The organization is sequential and appropriate. Paragraphs are divided and connected with polished and effective transition.</td>
<td>The organization is competent, without sophistica tion. Paragraph structure in the text is not evident, but there’s a lack of effective transitions.</td>
<td>The organization of paragraphs in the text is inconsistent. The connection between paragraphs is not evident.</td>
<td>Although an organization is perceived, it’s not successful. The organization is confused and dispersed. Paragraph structure is weak; there are no transitions, they’re inappropriate or illogical.</td>
<td>The separation of paragraphs within the text is not planned or structured. The document is a sequence of isolated texts.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sequentiality</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Audience, tone and point of view</strong></td>
<td>Clear identification of the audience. The tone and point of view are appropriate (formal, direct, simple, without clichés or exaggerations).</td>
<td>Identifies effectively and accurately the audience. Satisfactory tone and point of view, though unrefined.</td>
<td>Little or inconsistent audience measurement. Tone and point of view unrefined or inconsistent.</td>
<td>It shows almost no identification of the audience. Reveals a tone and point of view not appropriate for the task at hand.</td>
<td>No identification of the audience. The tone is completely inappropriate.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Communication ethics</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>References</strong></td>
<td>References are complete, accurate and properly presented.</td>
<td>The references used are accurate and complete. There are some errors in the presentation.</td>
<td>While knows the references requirement and use them, their presentation doesn’t allow identifying the source.</td>
<td>It presents references only eventually. The information presented is not enough to determine the source. Indirect plagiarism.</td>
<td>No respect for the work of others. No sources. Direct plagiarism.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>